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Topics for 
today

• What materials do I need to prepare? 
• What types of jobs available for sociologists? 
• What is postdoc, and is it a good idea?
• What should I know about seeking jobs in related 

fields other than sociology?
• Getting a job as an international student or/and 

with interests in Korean society 
• Will there be jobs this year? 
• Job market experience and tips: I wish I had known 

this before going on the market

• Feel free to type questions in “Chat” throughout the 
workshop! 
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What kind of 
jobs are you 
looking for? 

• Academic vs. non-academic 
• Research vs. teaching
• Tenure track positions, postdocs, non-tenure 

track faculty positions

• Put yourself in employer position –what 
information they would need, what a strong 
candidate would look like, etc. 
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Job search 
process

• Pre-application: decision to search jobs, 
prepare materials
• Application
• Interview
• Negotiation
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Prepare 
materials 
(June)

• CV
• Cover letter
• Research Statement
• Teaching Statement
• 3-4 Letters
• Writing sample(s)

• Teaching Portfolio
• Research Proposal 
• Diversity Statement

• Also prepare job talk (research presentation, 
mock class)
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Tips for 
preparing 
materials

• Look at examples – specific to types of jobs
• K drive has examples
• Ask those who have been on the market in 

previous years, your committee members

• Make them easy to read and accessible to 
people outside your area. No jargons, no 
long complicated sentences
• Have them read by many people –

committee members, but also at least one 
non-social scientist
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CV
• Order of the contents matter –depending on 

types of jobs you are seeking
• Norms around CV
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Research 
Statement 
(4-5 pages)

• Like many academic writing, this follows 
“formula”
• Intro paragraph: your broad research interests, a 

broad goals of your research and your 
methodological expertise
• Dissertation overview paragraph
• Describe each major chapter of your dissertation 

– question you are asking, how you study it, your 
findings, why they are important, mention any 
award and competitive funding you received for 
this research (2-4 paragraphs)
• Other research and accomplishments
• Future research plans
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Teaching 
statement 
(2-4 pages)

• Teaching philosophy
• Teaching experiences, accomplishments
• Teaching plans/ courses that you are 

interested in teaching/developing
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Cover letter

• Differ by types of job you apply to
• Research vs. Teaching

• Two versions
• 1-2 pages if research/teaching statement is 

asked for separately
• Condensed version of statement + key highlights 

about your other accomplishments
• ~4 pages if research/teaching statement isn’t 

asked for
• Statement + short descriptions of your teaching and 

service accomplishments and plans
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Letters

• Who should write letters for you?
• Give letter writers a plenty of lead time: at 

least 4 weeks
• Ask them early in the process if possible
• Need to give all your application materials to 

the letter writers
• Thanking them and let them know if you 

accept an offer. 
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Writing 
Samples

• What should I send?
• Typically dissertation research + other published 

work
• Depends on the types of jobs you apply to 
• Don’t send something too primitive
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Other 
materials

• Teaching portfolio 
• Teaching evaluations
• Research proposal
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Job Talk

• Start preparing it in the summer 
• Your dissertation research
• Mock class
• Practice out loud, including Q&A.
• Practice talk: Practice once or twice with a 

small group of friends before the 
department-wide practice talk
• Do a practice job talk before you have 

interviews, you need time to change it
• Make sure you have something to wear for 

the interview 
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Submit 
applications

• Where do I find jobs?
• Multiple deadlines 
• A Few Important Points
• Very important to give the front office lead time; 

in general DO NOT wait until deadline to send 
things
• Be organized. Keep complete files: names of 

schools, areas, deadlines, what sent, when sent
• Be respectful and thank office staff for their 

help!

• Saundra will say more about “Soc on the 
Market”
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Job 
interviews

• Pre-screening interviews: phone, 
skype/zoom interviews
• On-site visit: ASA Prep Talk by Anthony Paik

provides great tips for academic jobs
• Prepare 1-minute version about your 

research: 
“I am interested in [broad areas]. My dissertation 
asks [reserach question] and shows [main 
findings] using [data/methods]. I have other paper 
about [brief findings].”

• For non-academic jobs, it varies a lot
• Travel wearing something you could wear in 

case your luggage gets lost or delays 
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https://www.asanet.org/sites/default/files/paik_prep_talk.pdf
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Negotiation 
and 
accepting an 
offer

• You are likely to get the offer by the phone. 
Express excitement, but do not agree to 
anything yet. Tell them the offer sounds 
great but you will need to think about it and 
discuss with your advisor.  
• Always negotiate even though you don’t 

have competing offers and even though you 
are happy with what they offer.
• Almost anything is negotiable. 
• Your chair and committee members are 

great resources for this process. 
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Manage Job 
Market 
Stress

• One of the most stressful times in your 
career
• Don’t commit to anything time- or energy-

intensive during this time
• Have support group
• Share information with each other and be 

considerate to each other
• Develop healthy routines and outlets of your 

stress
• Exercise regularly!
• Avoid job market blogs, wikis
• Seek advice/help whenever needed
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Will there be 
any jobs?

• Will be a tough year
• Might need to be open-minded if possible –

e.g., jobs in different country, staying 
another year in grad school
• Don’t change your long-term career goals
• Focus on what you can control
• Make progress in dissertation, write papers, 

develop new project if time allows
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An Unscientific Guide to Doing a Postdoc & 
Getting a Business School Job

Minjae Kim
Rice University Jones Graduate School of Business

minjaekim@rice.edu

mailto:minjaekim@rice.edu


Why did I do postdoc and not stay as a student?

• Definitely a trade-off

• Depending on your research & life trajectory

• A personal as well as professional decision

Pros
o New environment
o Different network
o Some teaching experience

Cons
o New environment
o Different network
o Some teaching experience



Drastic difference btw prospective vs. retrospective

• Prospectively…
• SO MUCH uncertainty
• Pressure to develop a new job market paper

• Retrospectively…
• Much more stuff in the pipeline
• Clearer idea of my research agenda

• Again, makes sense depending on your research & life trajectory
• Big unknown: Lemon status (Akerlof 1970)



Why you should be interested in business school
(and it’s not all about selling out!)

• Talking to social scientists of different disciplines and backgrounds

• More jobs (more important re: COVID!)

• More research support

• Higher pay (shh…)



You don’t have to be an 
economic/organizational sociologist

• Other subfields are also attractive:
• Networks
• Social movement
• (Sociological) social psychology
• Macro labor market / Inequality
• Culture
• Race

⁝
• Back of the envelope calculation: ½ of ASA sections are relevant

• Methods: Qualitative as well as quantitative (not so much historical though)
• The question is how much the dept can justify hiring you to economists, 

psychologists, and other stakeholders in the b-school



You do need to aim a select number of institutions

• About 10 schools will give you a job/tenure if all your pubs are in soc

• About 20 other schools will give credit for your soc pubs



Approach with caution: I’m not a soc PhD

• Yes, I had only soc publications, but b-school background is a useful signal

• Why is b-school background a useful signal? 
• How the heck should I evaluate you if you don’t talk to any of my friends?
• Are you committed to contributing to our community?
• Are you committed to developing a robust teaching portfolio?

• Corollary: you can also signal otherwise!
• E.g., publishing in management journals, attending AoM, having teaching experience



For job market 
beginners

AKSA Job market symposium

June Jeon, Tufts University

Brief timeline
August December May July

JM materials prep 
CV 

Coverletter 
Statements 

Recommendations 
(For R1,  

teaching schools, etc)

TT AP jobs
non TT jobs

Postdocs
TT AP jobs

Halfway done! 
Market shifts from TT to non TT 

The biggest battle ends here

Final timing  
to get any offer

Window for defense & OPT app

OPT!



Lesson 1. Don’t be shy

• Don’t be shy about going on a JM (especially to your 
letter writers!)- Grad school is for a professionalization


• Talk to your mentors, close friends, and other important 
people in your subfield that you will be on the market


• Approach them for some helps - JM materials!

Lesson 2. Make your team

• In summer, it is a good idea to start your JM team with 
fellow JM candidates in your department


• Prepare materials together and establish your support 
group


• This JM team should operate during fall/spring to make 
your application process organized



Lesson 3. Be organized
• JM prep can take endless time, but it should not be so.


• Making a group can dramatically enhance the efficiency 


• With a group, you 1) prepare materials, 2) meet regularly 
for applications, and 3) do practice job talks (Oct?)


• Try to spend certain fixed amount of time regularly to 
apply for positions


• AND, use Interfolio

Lesson 4. Care yourself
• Many people experience a severe existential crisis during 

the job application process. Why? - because you will be 
rejected a lot


• Being rejected should not be a big deal for you.


• Don’t think that the chance will never come. Today might 
be just not that day.


• Get emotional supports from your friends and families. 
Have somebody you can call and cry.



Lesson 5.  
As an international student…

• Some positions are simply not open for international 
students (postdoc by NSF, work permit before the app…)


• (Non US citizens & non-green card holders) should apply 
for POST GRADUATION OPT. You can apply for this from 
3-month before your “program ending date” on I-20. 


• This OPT timeline can be tricky for postdoc jobs

Final remarks

• Being the final one requires an alignment of multiple lucks


• Even when you are qualified and well-prepared, we never 
know—there are just SO MANY qualified applicants these 
days.


• DO care yourself!


